INNOVATIONS
In Axtone we know how demanding is the world today. How quickly it develops, changes and how
much effort any company must provide to catch up with the relentless competition. Our Customers
all around the world are our constant inspiration and motivation to manufacture always better and
more innovative technical solutions. Efficiency, accountability, reliability, futuristic concept, light
weight, service availability – all these factors are key issues whenever we think of any new product,
whenever we need to answer to your growing need.
Here below you can find some examples of our recent developments which can be adapt to your
individual technical requirement.
Innovation is our Commodity – do not hesitate to approach us

ALUMINIUM CRASH ELEMENT FOR EMU
The product is developed in light metal technology
which allows significant weights reduction up to 50%
of the same elements made of steel.
Element is manufactured in patented, peeling
technology and meets the requirements of the EN
15227 standard.
The product is developed to protect driver,
passengers and vehicle thank’s to crashworthy
solution aplication, that absorbs impact energy.

ARTICULATED JOINT FOR TRAINS WITH JACOBS BOGIES
Articulated joint is designed to combine the wagon
units of EMU/DMU, which are assembled on the
Jacobs bogies.
Additionally the device can be equipped with the
crash elements which are part of the passive safety
system according to EN 15227 standard. It allows to
absorb the energy along the entire vehicle.
The main features of the articulated joint are
compact structure, low weight and the ability
to adjust parameters to the individual technical
vehicle’s requirements.

GAS HYDRAULIC CAPSULE
The product developed for passenger central
couplers (automatic and semi-permanent) and for
railway buffers application.
The main advantages of gas hydraulic capsule are
ability to absorb and dissipate very big impact energy
and suppress long oscillation in a train. The product
has an excellent working parameters and confirmed
operational reliability within the required range of
temperatures (from -40º to + 50º).

CRASHWORTHY BUMPER BEAM EQUIPPED WITH LIFTING–UP SYSTEM
The product is developed to protect driver,
passengers and vehicle thank’s to crashworthy
solution aplication, that absorbs impact energy.
The design fulfils the requirements of standard EN
15227 for all impact scenarios required for tram.
Additionally the bumper beam is equipped with the
lifting-up system, which can be easily operated by
one person.
The main adventages of the product are it’s reliability,
high-strength and ligth weight which anable quick
instalation.

MARKET PRESENCE
AXTONE Group has seven manufacturing plants, located in China, Czech Republic, Germany,
Poland and Russia :

AXTONE GmbH

AXTONE s.r.o.

AXTONE HSW sp z o.o.

Rheinstrasse 15

Dolni 100

ul. Kwiatkowskiego 1,

D-57638 Neitersen, Germany

797 11 Prostejov, Czech Republic

37-450 Stalowa Wola, Poland

Tel.: +49 2681 808 0

Tel.: +420 582 312 684

Tel.: +48 15 813 54 82

Fax: +49 2681 808 21

Fax: +420 582 312 685

Fax: +48 15 813 53 83

e-mail: info.de@axtoneglobal.com

e-mail: info.cz@axtoneglobal.com

e-mail: info.hsw@axtoneglobal.com

Fax: +48 16 649 24 01

Plant Lünen

OOO “LLMZ KAMAX”

Qingdao Kamax Buffer

e-mail: info@axtoneglobal.com

Bergkampstrasse 57,

ul. Yuzhnoportovaya 21 str.11

Equipment Co. Ltd.

D-44534 Lünen, Germany

115088 Moscow, Russia

No 1-11 Shibei High

Tel.: +49 2306 75057 0

Tel.: +7 495 540 69 79

and New Technic Industry Zone

Fax: +49 2306 57672

Fax: +7 495 540 69 70

ShangMa area, AoDong Road,

e-mail: info.ls@axtoneglobal.com

e-mail: info@llmzkamax.ru

Chengyang district

e-mail: llmzkamax@yandex.ru

266000 Qingdao, China

AXTONE S.A.
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37-220 Kańczuga, Poland
Tel.: +48 16 649 24 00

Tel.: +86 53 266965008
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